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TERMS  AND CONDITIONS OF SALE  

1. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF ORDERS 

Because of the high cost of postage and other costs, orders will not 
be acknowledged unless specifically requested. 

2. BULBS 

All bulbs are offered subject to the crop being satisfactory. 
Substitutions will only be made if requested at the time of ordering. 

3. ORDERS 

(a) As the stocks of bulbs are limited, and in some cases, where 
mentioned, are very few indeed — all orders will be executed 
in the order in which they are received. 

(b) Orders should be sent in as early as possible, and in any case, 
not later than MID-JULY. 

(c) All orders are despatched at the purchaser's risk. 

4. PAYMENT 

(a) Owing to the high cost or rendering accounts, orders are only 
accepted on the CASH WITH ORDER BASIS, and please include 
postage 

(b) Receipts for cheques and bank transfers are not sent unless 
requested. 

(c) PRE-PAID POSTAGE and PACKING 
All orders to Great Britain and Ireland are sent at customers 
expense and risk, unless otherwise instructed the following 
rates apply:— 

Up to and including 10 bulbs £0.75 
11 bulbs up to and including 20 bulbs £1.00 
Thereafter additional 10p for each additional 10 bulbs. 

(d) Overseas Orders will be sent Airmail and insured where this is 
possible at the customer's expense and risk, unless otherwise in-
structed. The rates shown on the inside of the back cover for 
Airmail Insurance and Packing, should be added to the pre-paid 
order. 

PRICE LIST OF GOLD MEDAL 

EXHIBITION AND MODERN HYBRID DAFFODILS 

1980 

THE NEW R.H.S. CLASSIFICATION AND COLOUR CODING 

The R.H.S. has introduced a new Classification and Colour Coding for Daffodils, 
this is now adopted throughout the Catalogue. A full description of this very 
simple method of classifying and colour coding Daffodils is given in an excellent 
article in "Daffodils 1977" Published by the R.H.S., Price £1.50. Back numbers 
can also be obtained from the Royal Horticultural Society, Vincent Square, 
London. SW I P 2PE. 

OPEN DAY 

All interested in daffodils will be welcome on Sunday, April 20th, 1980 when 
the gardens at Dunley Hall will be open under the National Garden Scheme 
from 2.00 p.m. until 6.00 p.m. 

ADMISSION: 25p 

It can be arranged to see the daffodils on other days, but only by appointment. 

continued back page) 



NEW INTRODUCTIONS 1980 

BADANLOCH (Lea) Div: 3-W-YYO 

A very large striking flower up to 4 1h" diameter carried on a tall strong stem and 
neck to match. The beautifully white perianth is made up of broad smooth bluntly 
pointed inner petals, whilst the outer petals are rounded giving a nearly circular 
flower. The expanding cup has small neat serrations at the mouth, nicely balancing 
the large perianth. It is pale greeny yellow at the base shading to lemon for 2/3rds 
of its length, ending in a bright orange rim that is quite well defined. A tall strong 
plant that naturally holds the flower correctly. 

Breeding: Dalhauine x Seedling 
	 Season: Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £20.00 
ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 	 $43.00 

CAPITOL HILL (Lea) Div: 2-Y-Y 

The flat. perianth petals rather pointed are paler yellow than the deep rich yellow 
sometimes nearly orange cap which in form is more like a short trumpet. This very 
strong growing plant was bred from Bastion and an un-named yellow-red seedling, 
and has a beautiful hard round bulb that increases rapidly. Was shown in my Engle-
heart Cup Group in 1970 under number 1-19-55. 

Season: Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 3.50 
$ 7.60 

CRANBORNE (Blanchard) Div: 2-Y-R 

A large well contrasted yellow-red with deep yellow perianth of broad flat petals, 
the inner being bluntly pointed and the outer rounded with a tendency for the edges 
to in-curl slightly at the top. The bright orange red cup expands fairly sharply and 
is solid coloured to the base. A tall vigorous plant with good stem and neck. Will be 
very useful for late shows. Previously shown under number 66/5A. 

Breeding: (Chungking x Dewlish) x (Seedling x Border Chief) 
Season: Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £12.00 
$26.15 

ERISKAY (Lea) Div: 4-W-Y 

The outer perianth petals are flat forming a normal smooth perianth as a frame for 
the neatly doubled innner yellow segments and white petals in alternate layers  . 
making a very neat and attractive flower. The yellow inner segments are faintly 
flushed with pink and are slightly serrated and frilled. A good stem and neck holds 
the flower well. A strong and vigorous plant that increases freely. The flower 
normally carries both anther and stamen so it should be a useful plant for breeding. 

Breeding: 1-49-64 x 1-39-61 
	

Season: Late Mid-Season 

Price each £15.00 
ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 

	
$32.00 

HARTGRAVE (Blanchard) Div: 2-Y-Y 

A medium sized flower of soft sulphur yellow, the flat perianth is formed by broad 
rounded petals that are uniformly coloured. The short trumpet shaped cup is neatly 
and evenly serrated with a fine rim of darker yellow. Good stem and neck. 

Breeding: Lemonade x Daydream 	 Season: Mid-Season 

Price each £10.00 
$21.75 

LOCH BROOM (Lea) Div: 3-W-ORR 

The brilliant white perianth petals are broad and rounded at the tip, the outer edge 
of the petal incurves slightly towards the tip making a lovely flat background for the 
neat rather small bright red cap which is serrated and slightly frilled at the mouth. 
A good tall stem and neck that naturally carries the flower correctly. 
A good strong plant, was first shown in my Engleheart Cup group in 1976 under 
number 1-24-67. 

Breeding: 434LR. x OHIO 	 Season: Late Mid-Season 

Price each £17.50 
ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 

	
$38.00 
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LOCH BRORA (Lea) Div: 2-W-0 
	6 	 RINGLEADER (Richardson) Div: 2-W-YYR 

An unusual and very striking flower, the perianth has snow white, satin smooth 
petals that are broad and bluntly pointed of great substance, the rather large cup is 
deeply serrated and expanding in vivid orange to the base. The flower is perfectly 
carried on a strong stem and neck, a vigorous plant. 
First shown under number 1-31-64 at the A.D.S. Convention show, Boston 1979, 
when it was runner up to the best flower. Here it is partially sunproof. 

Breeding: 1-1-55 x (986 LR. x Brahms) 
	

Season: Mid-Season 

Price each: £30.00 
ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 

	
$65.00 

LOCH TURNAIG (Lea) Div: 2-W-R 

A beautifully contrasted red-white flower medium to large in size, the flat perianth 
formed from shovel shaped petals of great substance, rounded at the tip the outer 
rim is slightly in-curving. A lovely foil for the bright cherry red cup, that is expanding 
and neatly frilled at the mouth. It has a good tall stem and neck, that holds the 
flower well. A strong plant that has shown steady improvement over the last few 
years. 

Breeding: Eribol x [Rockall x (Matapan x Loch Crewe)] 
Season: Mid-Season 

Price each £17.50 
ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 	 $38.00 

RAINBOW (Richardson) Div: 2-W-WWP R.H.S. A.M. 

A consistant show flower with a well defined rim, one of the best pink rimmed 
flowers in this class. 

Breeding: Interim x Rose Caprice 	 Season: Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 4.00 
$ 8.70 

The white shovel shaped petals are of good substance and make a fine perianth. 
The large expanding rather flat cap is rich lemon yellow with a well defined band 
of bright orange at the neatly serrated edge. A strong and vigorous plant. 

Breeding: Kilworth x Arbar 	 Season: Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 5.00 
$11.00 

VERWOOD (Blanchard) Div: 3-Y-Y 

A striking flower up to 4" diameter, the beautifully smooth perianth is dark primrose, 
the broad inner petals are bluntly pointed, and the outer ones rounded. The bowl 
shaped cup is neat and very slightly serrated is deep yellow darkening near the mouth 
to give the hint of a rim. A vigorous plant with a good tall stem and neck. 

Breeding: Lemonade x Seedling of which Harmzali was grandparent. 
Season: Mid-Season 

Price each: £22.00 
ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 	 $48.00 

GENERAL LIST  

ACHDUART (Lea) Div: 3-Y-R A.M. R.H.S. 

A large and beautifully formed red and yellow. A most consistent flower 
with a lovely smooth perianth of soft gold, nicely balanced by a neatly expand-
ing red cup. Quite the best Division 3 Red/Yellow yet raised. Was given Award of 
Merit, R.H.S., as a show flower the first time it was shown in my winning 
Engleheart Cup Group 1973 and again in 1977 and 1978. A strong and vigorous 
plant with a good stem and neck. A sister seedling of "Torridon"; Best Flower 
R.H.S. 1974. 	 Mid-Season 

Bred from a Spry and Carbineer seedling crossed 
	

Price each: £ 7.50 
with Vulcan 
	

$16.30 

ACHENTOUL (Lea) Div: 4-W-ORR 

A fine red/white double of perfect form on good strong stem. Has a better 
constitution and is a stronger grower than many in this category. A frequent 
winner in single bloom classes. Very strongly scented. 

Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 3.50 
$ 7.60 
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BALVENIE (Lea) Div: 2-W-GPP 

A very strong, large and vigorous non-predominant pink that forms a large 
hard bulb that increases well. The very white perianth is formed from 
broad overlapping petals bluntly pointed, beautifully in proportion to the 
half length trumpet that evenly expands to end in a neat frill and a bright 
green eye at the basd. The trumpet is pale clear pink gradually becoming 
deeper pink at the mouth. As the flower ages the pink fades at the base 
leaving a broad pink rim and green eye. In my winning Engleheart Cup Group 
1977, 1978 and 1979. 

Breeding: Inverpolly Seedling x Merry Widow. 	 Late Mid-Season 

Price each:£10.00 

BARNSDALE WOOD (Noton) Div: 2-Y-R 	 $21.75  

A very richly coloured flower, the broad smooth perianth petals are bluntly 
pointed and of a very rich dark gold. The expanding cup is nicely serrated 
at the mouth and is dark red solid to the base. A most striking flower, and 
a strong plant with good stem and neck. 

Breeding: Falstaff x Shining Light 
	

Early Mid-Season 

NONE FOR SALE THIS YEAR 

BEN AVON (Lea) Div: I-W-W 

A very large white trumpet. The outer perianth petals are extremely broad 
and bluntly pointed and the inner petals, nearly as broad, are rather more 
sharply pointed giving great elegance to the flower which it clearly inherited 
from Canisp, one of the parents. The rather narrow trumpet, dark green at 
the base, is gently expanding and ends in a neat half roll without any marked 
serrations. A long lasting and very beautiful flower. This is one of these 
borderline flowers between Divisions 1 and 2 but on balance is nearer division 
one than two. 

Breeding: Canisp x (Glenshesk x E of I) x Canisp) 	Season: Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £15.00 
ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE $32.00 

BEN HEE (Lea) Div: 2-W-W A.M. R.H.S. 

A sister seedling to "Inverpolly", this is a beautiful medium-sized flower, both 
perianth and cup are very white. The perianth is perfectly formed and smooth; 
a most consistent flower and good strong plant. In both my winning Engleheart 
Cup and Devonshire Trophy exhibits 1978. Early Mid-Season 

Breeding: Easter Moon x Omeath 	 Price each: £ 2.50 
$ 4.40 

ACHNASHEEN (Lea) Div: 3-W-W 

A really fine 3C with a dazzling white perianth which is a great deal whiter 
than most; of good form with a very small, white, rather flat cup. A strong 
grower of consistent quality. 

Breeding: Suilven x Hamzali 
	

Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 1.50 
$ 3.30 

ALTRUIST (Board) Div: 3-Y-ORR 

A very attractive flower with most unusual colouring; the flat perianth 
segments have a smooth glistening texture of coppery orange that fades to 
buff at the tip. The small rather flat cup is orange red, nicely frilled at the 
edge. Free flowering. 	

Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 2.50 
$ 5.40 

ARNDILLY (Lea) Div: 2-W-R 

A very elegant red and white flower with a neat red cup of deep red that pro-
vides a lovely contrast to the very white perianth formed of smooth broad and 
overlapping petals of great substance. A beautifully balanced flower, held on 
a tall stem with a good neck. Bred from two unnamed seedlings. Previously 
shown under Number 1-32-6]. 

Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 3.50 
$ 7.60 

ARPEGE (Board) Div: 2-W-W 

A beautiful pure white flower, with broad overlapping petals that form a nearly 
circular perianth. The flat round cup is well proportioned and nicely balances 
the perianth. A good grower that multiplies quickly. The flower is held well by 
a strong stem although it is inclined to have a rather long neck. Has won in the 
single bloom classes on several occasions. 

Breeding: Easter Moon x Homage 
	 Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 3.50 
$ 7.60 

ASHMORE (Blanchard) Div: 2-W-GWW A.M. R.H.S. 

A very lovely uniformly white flower of classical form, that is very consistent 
in quality taking a little time to develop its full potentiality. The perianth 
petals are broad and flat, perfectly balanced by the short expanding bowl 
shaped cup with neat serrations at the mouth, and a dark beautiful green eye 
at the base. A strong vigorous plant with a good straight stem, that naturally 
carries the flower at right angles to the stem. One of the best 2 C's available. 
Best Flower R.H.S. Show in 1975. 

Breeding: Easter Moon x Seedling 
	 Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £17.50 
$38.00 
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BEN LOYAL (Lea) Div: 2-W-R 

A very large flower on a strong stem. The perianth petals are broad and over-
lapping forming a nearly round flower. Bred from two unnamed seedlings 
that I have used particularly for white perianths. The resulting perianth is 
glistening white, and forms a majestic background for the well-balanced rich 
orange cup. Shown in my winning Engleheart Cup Group 1975. 

Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 3.00 

BEN RINNES (Lea) Div: 3-W-R 
	 $ 6.50 

A brilliant red and white Division 3 flower with a sparkling white perianth 
against which many others look grey. The perianth makes a tremendous 
contrast with an expanding rather frilled red cup. The whole flower being 
beautifully proportioned on a strong straight stem with a good neck. 

Mid-Season 
Breeding: Arbar crossed with an unnamed seedling. 	

Price each: £ 4.00 
$ 8.70 

BLITHE SPIRIT (Board) Div: 3-W-WWO 

This is a very unusual non-predominant flower, with a pure white perianth formed 
from broad well overlapped petals. The flat cup is white at the base turning to 
greenish yellow and then to a broad orange rim. The very attractive flower is 
carried well by a strong stem, is free flowering and has won frequently in single 
bloom classes and in the P.D. Williams group in London. 

Breeding: Chinese White x Alport 
	

Late Mid-Season 

Price each. £ 4.50 
$ 9.80 

BORROBOL (Lea) Div: 3-W-R 

A particularly fine flower raised from Arbar as seed parent. The white 
perianth forms a nearly round flower and the rather flat cup is bright 
red throughout. Shown in my winning Engleheart Cup Group in 1973 
A consistently successful Show flower. 

Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 3.00 

BROOMHILL (Board) Div: 2-W-W A.M. R.H.S. 
	 $ 6.50 

A wonderful show flower and a very good strong plant. The beautifully 
formed pure white perianth has broad overlapping petals that are bluntly 
pointed. The short pure white corona is nearly straight, only slightly ex-
panding and frilled. The flower is naturally well poised by a good neck 
and a strong stem. Makes a good bulb and increases well. 

Mid-Season 

Price each: £4.75 
$10.30 
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BRYANSTON (Blanchard) Div: 2-Y-Y A.M. R.H.S. 

An outstanding self yellow bred from Ormeau.x. St. Keverne, incorporating the 
best qualities of both parents. Perfect flowers with smooth wide flat petals of 
great substance, standing at right angles to the nicely serrated medium length 
cup. Tall upstanding plant early flowering. Reserve best bloom R.H.S. 
competition 1976. and best bloom in the 1977 Competition. A very 
consistent show flower. 

Breeding. Ormeau.x.St. Keverne 	 Season: Early Season 

Price each: £35.00 
$76.00 

ONLY A VERY FEW BULBS FOR SALE 

BUNCLODY (Lea) Div: 2-Y-R 

A brilliantly coloured flower with an intense red cup and a smooth flat 
perianth of richest gold. A medium sized flower very useful as a late 
red/yellow. A consistent Show quality flower. In my winning Engleheart 
Cup Group 1975. 

Breeding: Revelry x 106 
	

Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 2.00 
$":80 It .11-(3 

CAIRN TOUL (Lea) Div: 3-W-ORR 

A very striking flower. The brilliant white perianth is formed from bluntly 
pointed smooth flat petals that are normally carried at right angles to the 
cup; it makes a great contrast to the bright red rather flat cup. An exceptionally 
tall flower with a strong stem and good neck. 
Previously shown under number 2.27-67 winning the single bloom class in 1977 
and the Engleheart Cup group in 1978. 

Breeding: Merlin x Rockall 	 Season: Late Mid-season 

ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 	 Price each: £15.00 
$32.00 

CAMELOT (Richardson) Div: 2-Y-Y 

A very fine self yellow of generous proportions. The flower is a deep clear yellow 
throughout, with a nearly circular perianth, formed from broad petals of great 
substance. A very strong and vigorous plant that is proving to be a very useful 
parent. 

Breeding: Kingscourt x Ceylon 
	

Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 1.25 
$ 2.70 
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CANISP (Lea) Div: 2-W-W F.C.C. R.H.S. 

An outstandingly beautiful flower of near trumpet proportions of the 
highest quality. The lovely smooth perianth is formed from pure white 
petals, broad and overlapping, slightly pointed at the tips and making a 
most elegant foil for the trumpet that is slightly expanding, sometimes 
the mouth is neatly rolled. The base gleams with green lights. This beauti-
fully elegant flower is most consistent and has been "Best Bloom" at R.H.S. 
Shows on two occasions and in my winning Engleheart Cup Group 1971. 
Breeding: Ave x Early Mist 	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 3.00 
$ 6.50 

CARRICKBEG (Richardson) Div: 1-Y-Y 

A fine exhibition yellow trumpet of good form and quality. The broad over-
lapping perianth segments are slightly pointed and are well balanced by the 
long trumpet which is neatly flanged, the whole flower is of deep yellow 
throughout. A strong plant. 

Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 1.00 
$ 2.20 

CATT1STOCK (Blanchard) Div: 2-Y-R 

A valuable late yellow-red. Very smooth broad slightly pointed deep yellow 
petals tending to be a little reflexed and solid red cup. Has been frequently 
shown in winning groups when shown under Number 62/10A. This is one of 
the last yellow perianth flowers to open and is of the utmost value for late 
shows. A consistent flower, vigorous and of great increase. 
Breeding: Revelry x Dewlish. 	 Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 2.00 
$ 4.30 

CITRONITA (Noton) Div: 3-Y.Y 

A very elegant and smooth pale lemon coloured flower that holds its colour, 
certainly the best in this class that I have seen so far. Opens lemon yellow 
throughout, the corona slightly darker than the perianth and maintaining 
this colour to the end. The flat perianth has broad smooth petals with a 
flattish corona perfectly carried on a tall strong stem with a good neck. A 
good strong plant that is very consistent, having won first prizes every time 
it was shown in R.H.S. shows in London and Societys Shows in Birmingham. 

Breeding: Lemonade x Perimeter 	 Late Mid-Season 

NONE FOR SALE THIS YEAR 

COLD OVERTON (Noton) Div: 2-W-GWW A.M. R.H.S. 

A very fine all white flower with a three-quarter length trumpet expanding 
at the mouth and neatly frilled, the base of the trumpet in green. The large 
broad petals open pale cream quickly passing to white. A strong plant that 
gives very consistent flowers, has been in several winning Bowles Cup groups 
when shown under number. 

Breeding: Easter Moon x Knowhead 

CONVAL (Lea) Div: 2-W-WPP 

A lovely flower with a pure white perianth formed from broad rounded petals 
that naturally stand at right angles to the cup and form a nearly rounded peri-
anth some 4 to 43 inches in diameter. The well proportioned, slightly expand-
ing cup is a deep clear rosy pink that shades to greeny white at the base. A 
strong plant with a good stem. It has a good neck that naturally holds the flower 
at right angles to the stem. 

Breeding: Irish Rose x Rose Caprice. 

COOL AUTUMN (Board) Div: 2-W-Y 

A lovely flower with a beautiful perianth formed from very broad overlapping 
white petals a perfect foil to the rather flat greeny yellow cup. Rather similar 
to "Homage" from which it was bred. A strong plant of free increase. 

Breeding: Homage x Seedling. 	 Late Mid-Season 
Price each: £ 3.00 

$ 6.50 

CREAG DUBH (Lea) Div: 2-0-R 

This very unusual flower caused great interest when first shown in London in 1976. 
The perianth is coppery orange red with a slightly paler streak down each petal, 
the perianth colour being only a little paler than the orange red cup. A medium 
to large sized show flower on a tall strong stem and although the neck is a little 
long it carries the flower perfectly. This new break is going to be very important 
for breeding a new range of self orange and red flowers. Has previously been 
shown under number 2-26-69 in my winning group of 12 seedlings at the R.H.S. 
Daffodil Competition on two occasions. 

Breeding: (Chungking x Spry) x Home Fires) x Vulcan Season: Early Mid-Season 

ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 	 Price each: £60.00 
$130.00 

Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £10.00 
$21.75 

Late Season 

Price each: £ 3.00 
$ 6.50 
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DALHAUINE (Lea) Div: 3-W-R 

One of the best red and white 3B's to date. A very consistent flower. The 
perianth is smooth and very white with a well-proportioned deep red cup 
which is nicely frilled. Shown under Number 1-26-61. This is another flower 
bred from 1-1-55 for whiteness of perianth. Shown in my winning Engleheart 
Cup Group 1975. 

Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 5.00 
$11.00 

DAYDREAM (Mitsch) Div: 2-Y-W F.C.C. R.H.S. 

One of the best reversed bi-colours in this division. A splendid and consistent 
show flower of great quality. The smooth perianth petals are of a luminous 
sulphury lemon, the crown rapidly fades on opening to nearly white, with a 
pure white halo at the base. A lovely flower that is very long lasting. 

Breeding: Binkie x (King of the North x Content) 	Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 1.00 
$ 2.20 

DELL CHAPEL (Lea) Div: 3-W-WW0 

The delightful flower was named after a famous salmon pool on the river Spey. 
It has a nearly round pure white perianth and a small flattish cup with a neat 
"rim" of pinkish orange. Best flower in the R.H.S. Show 1970 and shown in 
my winning Engleheart Cup Group in 1971, 1973 and 1975. A very consistent 
show flower. 

Breeding: Suilven x Hamzali. 	 Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £1.50 
$3.30 

DELNASHAUGH (Lea) 4-W-PP 

A very exciting new pink double which was first seen under number 3-39-68 
at the A.D.S. Convention Philadelphia, where it created very great interest. 
The broad flat perianth petals are of good substance and are bluntly rounded 
at the tip. The doubled inner segments are clear deep china pink and are evenly 
spaced with the white petaloids making a beautiful, balanced flower, which in 
spite of its size and weight is carried perfectly by the strong stem and neck. 
The flowers last an unusually long time and keep their clean pink colour to the 
end. A very useful flower for breeding as it normally carries both anther and 
stigma. 

Breeding: Kinbrace and Romance 	 Season: Late Season 

ONLY A VERY FEW BULBS FOR SALE 	 Price each: £ 45.00 
$ 98.00 
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CROILA (Lea) Div: 2-W-GW 

A very lovely all white division 2 flower of nearly perfect symmetry and form, 
the perianth petals are broad and bluntly pointed forming a naturally smooth 
and flat perianth. The short corona is straight sided except at the mouth where 
it expands to form a nice even half roll. A very consistant flower with a good 
stiff stem and neck that holds the flower perfectly. Was judged to be the best 
seedling at the Daffodil Societys Show in 1977 when shown under number 
1-25-68. and in my winning Engelheart Cup Group 1978. 

As the breeding of Croila avoids those cultivars that have been proved by 
Rosewarne particularly susceptable to fusarium it is hoped it will be 
more resistant to Basal Rot than many in this division. 

Breeding: Pitchroy x 23 — 62 
	

Late Mid-Season 

ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 
	

Price each: £17.50 
$38.00 

CUL BEAD (Lea) Div: 3-W-R 

The finest 3B I have raised, a perfectly formed flower with broad rounded petals 
making an almost round perianth. The well-formed cup being an intense red. 
The very white perianth forms a perfect background. This another flower 
deliberately bred for whiteness of perianth from an unnamed seedling (1-1-55) 
A consistent and strong growing plant shown in my winning Engleheart Cup 
Group 1971, 1973, 1975 and 1977. 

Mid-Season 

ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 
	

Price each: £17.50 
$38.00 

DAILMANACH (Lea) Div: 2-W-P 

A superb pink of great quality and breeding. The first "pink" to be awarded 
the medal for the Best Flower in the R.H.S. Show 1972. The glistening white 
perianth more than 4W' in diameter is perfectly smooth and flat, being formed 
by very broad petals, rounded at the tip, and of great substance, providing a 
perfect foil for the Large 14 length trumpet that is clear bright pink to the base, 
but a deeper pink at the mouth where it expands sharply into a lovely half roll 
that is neatly serrated. A strong plant with a good constitution and very con-
sistent. Shown in my winning Engleheart Cup Group 1977 and 1979. Was not 
only the Best Flower RH.S. show 1979 but the Reserve Best Flower and the 
Best in the Novice Classes. In New Zealand it won the Ramsay Cup for pinks. 
Has now proved itself as a supreme parent for pinks. 

Late Mid-Season 
Breeding: Inverpolly x Pink Seedling 	 Price each: £30.00 

$65.00 
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DELOS (Navarro) Div: 3-W-GWW 

A large flower of great quality the pure white magestic perianth is formed from 
broad flat petals contrasting well with the short half flat white corona that is 
green at the base. The tall stem is strong with a short neck that naturally gives 
it good poise. It has proved to be consistant in quality. A good strong plant. 

Breeding: Tobemaveen x Verona 	 Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 5.00 
$11.00 

DRUMRUNIE (Lea) Div: 2-Y-0 

A brilliant red-yellow with a large smooth perianth of richest gold, the cup being 
vivid red. This is a most consistent flower of show quality on a tall stiff stem. 
Shown in my winning Engleheart Cup Group under Number 2-41-63. A sister 
seedling "Loch Torridon". 

Breeding: 2-17-54 x Vulcan. 	 Early Season 

Price each: £ 3.00 
$ 6.50 
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FAIR PROSPECT (Richardson) Div: 2-W-P 

This is one of the best pinks raised at Prospect House, a beautiful flower with 
a clear white perianth that is flat and smooth formed from very broad overlapping 
petals. The well balanced saucer shaped corona is neatly serrated at the edge is 
soft coral pink with green lights at the base. It takes a day or two for the pink 
to fully develop. A strong plant with good stem and neck. 

Breeding: Infatuation x Debutante 	 Late Mid-Season 

Price each: 9.00 

FRONT ROYAL (Navarro) Div: 2-Y-YYO 
	 $19.50 

A very fine non-predominant flower with broad perianth petals bluntly pointed 
and overlapping of dark yellow. The corona being only slightly expanding is 
nicely serrated and of good proportions, dark yellow at the base turning to 
orange at the outer edge. A very good plant and consistent in quality. It has a 
tall stem and good neck. 

Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £1.50 

GLEN CLOVA (Lea) Div: 2-Y-ORR 
	

$3.30 
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ELPHIN (Lea) Div: 4-W-WPP 

Like "Kinbrace" this is another bright pink double that I have raised from the 
same breeding. It is a smaller flower, but perhaps more elegant, being about 
average size for doubles, and is a good grower. As it normally carries both 
pollen and stigma it can be used for breeding. 

Late Season 

Price each: £ 9.00 
$19.50 

ERIBOL (Lea) Div: 2-W-R 

One of the many good flowers raised from Kilworth x Arbar. The broad petals 
form a fine white perianth, much whiter than is normal for this cross. The neat 
cup is the deepest red yet. Shown in my winning Engleheart Cup Group in 1971, 
Bourne Cup 1973. 

Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 1.50 
$ 3.30 

ESMERALDA (Richardson) Div: 3-W-GWY 

A lovely quality flower with broad overlapping pure white perianth segments 
of grand form and texture. The medium sized corona is neatly serrated with 
a deep lemon rim fading to a green centre, making a lovely contrast. A good 
show flower, and a tall strong plant. 

Breeding: Syracuse x Cascade 

This marginally misses being of trumpet proportions the measurements being 
corona 35mm perianth segments 38mm. The broad slightly reflexing petals 
form a nearly circular perianth of rich deep gold. The trumpet orange at the 
base turns to a striking red at the mouth which is slightly expanding with neat 
serrations. The flower in our part of the world is sunproof and should be a use-
ful parent for breeding red trumpets. 

Breeding: (Vulcan x Capitol Hill) x Arctic Gold 
	

Early Season 

ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 
	

Price each: £20.00 
$43.50 

GLENFARCLAS (Lea) Div: 1-Y-0 

This orange red trumpet created great interest when shown in my winning 
seedling class at the R.H.S. Competition on three occasions. It was bred from 
a series of crosses made between yellow trumpets and yellow red division two 
flowers. The trumpet is orange red coloured solid to the base, gradually 
expanding to the mouth with a slight roll and serrated edge. The deep golden 
perianth petals are of great substance, the outer ones broad and rounded at 
the tip the inner petals slightly narrower and bluntly pointed, sometimes with 
a slight twist. The flower is well poised on a tall strong stem and good neck. 
This like many trumpets is a borderline division one flower, and will give 
flowers in both divisions one and two, but on balance over the past few 
years there have been most flowers in division one. It is a strong plant and 
readily sets seed, so will be a vital parent for breeding red trumpets. 

Early Mid-Season 
Price Each: £40.00 

$87.00 

Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 2.50 
$ 4.40 

Breeding: Seedling x Vulcan 

ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 
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GLENSIDE (Board) Div: 2-W-GWW 

This is a very fine ice white show flower with the same breeding as "Misty Glen" 
and is of equal quality, but with a more rounded perianth, that is well propor-
tioned to the rather narrow cup that has a lovely green eye at the base. It is a 
good plant with a nice bulb. 

Breeding: Easter Moon x Pigeon 	 Mid-Season 
Price each: £ 7.00 

$15.20 

GLEN ROTHES (Lea) Div: 2-W-P 

A lovely medium sized pink, bred from Inverpolly. The length trumpet 
gradually expands to end in a neat half roll is rich pink solid to the base. The 
perfectly smooth white perianth is formed with broad flat petals being rather 
pointed at the tip. A fine flower which has been very consistent in form, with 
good increase. It has a strong stem and good neck that naturally holds the 
flower correctly In my winning Engleheart Cup Group 1978. 

Breeding: Inverpolly x Fionn. 	 Late Mid-Season 

Price each: 12.50 
$ 27.25 

GOLDEN AURA (Richardson) Div: 2-Y-Y 

A very attractive medium sized self yellow. The beautifully smooth shovel 
shaped perianth petals are wide and overlapping and of lovely texture. The 
medium sized crown is bell-shaped, slightly expanding and neatly serrated. A 
show flower of great quality and perfect poise. A strong and vigorous plant 
with splendid bulbs. 

Breeding: Halo O.P. 	 Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 3.50 
$ 7.60 

GOLD CONVENTION (Lea) Div: l-Y-Y 

A new break in golden trumpets, this most unusual flower has a nearly round 
flat perianth that is slightly swept back formed from immensley broad 
smooth petals well rounded at the tip. The trumpet is rather narrow, slightly 
expanding to a neatly serrated mouth and is of rich maximus gold, a shade or 
two darker than the perianth. As the flower ages this often turns to pale 
orange. The whole forming a very beautiful and elegant flower, on a tall 
strong stem with a good neck. A vigorous and very consistant show flower 
that has twice been in my winning Engleheart Cup Group shown under 
number 1-32-68. 

Breeding: Bred from two seedlings with orange trumpets. 	Mid-Season 

ONLY A VERY FEW BULBS FOR SALE 	 Price each: £65.00 
$141,00 
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GOLDEN VALE (Board) Div: I-Y-Y 

This is the best all yellow trumpet so far. A perfect and very consistent show 
flower of rich gold throughout. The perianth formed by beautifully smooth 
broad flat petals slightly rounded at the tip. The trumpet is well proportioned, 
expanding and neatly serrated at the mouth, is in perfect balance to the large 
perianth. The large flower is carried with great poise on a tall strong stem with 
a good neck. A strong plant that produces a lovely bulb. 

Breeding: Golden Rapture x Chevalier. 	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 9.00 
$19.50 

HONEYBIRD (Mitsch) Div: l-Y-W A.M. R.H.S. 

One of the best reversed bicolours of excellent form. A smooth flat perianth of 
rich sulphur yellow, with a nicely proportioned trumpet that quickly fades to 
white. A good plant. 

Breeding: King of the North x Content. 	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 1.50 
$ 3.30 

IBBERTON (Blanchard) Div: 3-W-YYO 

A non-predominant 3B. Nicely proportioned that holds itself well, the smooth 
white perianth is naturally at right angles to the corona, the outer segments 
slightly incurved at the edges. The rather flat expanding corona is a pleasing 
yellow, fairly sharply changing to red to form a widish rim. The flower has a 
pleasant scent. Occasionally the perianth reflexes slightly. 
Breeding: Roimond x Arbar. 	 Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 2.00 
$ 4.30 

ICE QUEEN (Navarro) Div: 2-W-GWW 

An ice white flower of faultless texture with wide rounded back petals, inner petals 
pointed and spade shaped. Shortish half - flat crown of the same tone of white 
with a delicately serrated edge, a green base and an apple green stigma. A 
very useful pollen parent. 

Breeding: Ceragh x Chinese White. 	 Mid-Season 
Price each: £ 2.50 

$ 4.40 
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INVERPOLLY (Lea) Div: 2-W-W A.M. R.H.S. 

This outstanding flower has a very large, perfectly smooth perianth formed 
from broad rounded petals and a short rather straight cup. The whole flower 
is pure white and most consistent in show quality. The cup on opening is 
palest peachy pink, which quickly fades to pure white. I have used it most 
successfully in breeding "pinks" that inherit Inverpolly's superb perianth. 
Three times best flower in R.H.S. Shows and in my winning Engleheart Cup 
Group in 1971, and 1977. "Best Vase of Three" at Chambersburg, U.S.A. 1972. 

Breeding: Easter Moon x Omeat h. 	 Late Season 
Price each: £. 6.50 

$14.20 

JEWEL SONG (Richardson) Div: 2-W-P 

A charming small flower, that is almost in Division 3. The pure white perianth 
segments are round and overlapping, the medium sized flat cup of solid coral pink 
is nicely expanded and serrated at the edge. A flower of wonderful substance and 
good texture. A strong grower. 

Breeding: Infatuation x Debutante 

KILDAVIN (Lea) Div: 2-W-P 

A beautiful medium-sized "pink" with slightly swept back pure white 
perianth with a shortish trumpet that is clear bright pink right to the base. 

Late Season 
Price each: £ 3.50 

7.60 

KIMMERIDGE (Blanchard) Div: 3-W-YYO 

A strong growing and remarkably consistent non-predominant short-cup 
which is among the earliest of its type. The smooth broad petals are 
delicately pointed and have a glistening sheen. The cup is yellow with a 
green centre and a narrow orange band at the edge. Although it has a 
long neck, this remains stiff and the flower is always well poised and needs 
no "dressing" for exhibition. Several times winner in the single bloom 
classes and Best Flower at the R.H.S. Daffodil Competition 1975 and 1976. 

Breeding: Portrush x Pretty Polly. 	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 2.00 
$ 4.30 

KINBRACE (Lea) Div: 4-W-WPP 

A magnificent large flower with white perianth petals and clear bright pink inner 
segments Received a Preliminary Commendation when first shown at the R.H.S. 
in 1968. A good strong plant  .  As most flowers have a stigma and often pollen, it 
can be used for breeding. And is now a proved parent of the best pink doubles. 

Late Season. 
ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE. 	 Price each: £ 9.00 

$19.50 

KINGS STAG (Blanchard) Div: I-Y-Y 

A very fine rich golden trumpet of great lasting qualities which has been frequently 
shown successfully. The perianth is formed with broad petals rounded at the tip, 
the trumpet nearly parallel to start with gradually expands to a nicely serrated mouth, 
the whole flower being in beautiful balance. A strong plant with a good strong stem. 

Breeding: Tollard Royal x Arctic Gold. 	 Early Mid-Season 
Price each: £ 2.00 

$ 4.30 

LOCH ASSYNT (Lea) Div: 3-W-GWO 

A very attractive "rim" with a large and very smooth perianth of glistening 
white. The well-proportioned cup is neatly Hied; has an orange rim fading to 
pale yellow at the base. This, another flower, bred from my seedling 1-1-55 
crossed with Syracuse. Shown in my winning Engleheart Cup Group 1977. 

Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 5.00 
$11.00 

LOCH FADA (Lea) Div: 2-Y-R 

A very late red and yellow flowering at the end of the season. Most useful for 
late Shows. The rich yellow petals are very broad and flat in good contrast to 
the short straight cup which is flaming red to the base. 

Breeding: Taneia x 8-29-55. 

LOCH GARVIE (Lea) Div: 2-Y-0 

A sister seedling of "Loch Owskeich" with a rich deep yellow perianth. The 
cup is formed like a rather short trumpet and is an intense orange red to 
base. The strong stem is tall. Like its sister seedling it is sunproof. 

Breeding: Capitol Hill x Caramba. 	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 2.50 
$ 4.40 

Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 2.50 
$ 4.40 

Late Season 
Price each: £ 3.50 

$ 7.60 
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LOCH HOPE (Lea) Div: 2-Y-R A.M. R.H.S. 

One of the finest red and yellow to date. An early flower being one of 
the first to open. The perfectly formed perianth is of the richest gold and 
the beautifully formed cup is of intense red right to the base. A very con-
sistent flower and a winner in any Class. Best Flower in R.H.S. Show 1970. 
In my winning Devonshire Trophy and reserve best bloom in 1978 and in my 
winning Engleheart Cup Group 1979. 

Early Season 

Price each: £8. 50  
$18.50 

LOCH LUNDIE (Lea) Div: 2-Y-R 

Avery consistant flower, the petals are broad and overlapping rounded at the tip, 
the edges slightly incurved to form a beautifully smooth perianth of rich soft 
butter yellow, the corona slightly expanding with a neatly serrated mouth is 
bright red to the base, a very striking contrast of colours. 

The flower is carried naturally with great poise by a good strong stem and neck 
and needs no dressing when shown. A strong plant with good foliage. The 
breeding is from a series of seedlings that originated from Spry-Chungking Carbin-
eer. Shown in my winning Engleheart Cup group in 1977, 1978 and 1979. 
Best flower Daffodill Competition 1978 

Early Mid-Season 

ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE 
	

Price each: £20.00 
$43.50 

LOCH NAVER (Lea) Div: 2-Y-ORR 

A very useful late red and yellow with round smooth bright yellow perianth that 
opens flat and a well-formed vivid red cup. A very consistent flower, shown in 
my winning Englheart Cup Group in 1971, 1973, 1977, and 1979. Bourne Cup 
1973. Best Bloom Daffodil Society Show 1973. 
Breeding: —58-53 x Tanera. 	 Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £5.00 
$11.00 

LOCH OWSKEICH (Lea) Div: 2-Y-0 

A sister seedling of "Loch Garvie" but of larger proportions . The large red cup 
is half-trumpet in form and like "Loch Garvie" is sunproof. A strong growing 
plant. 

Breeding: 1-19-55 x Caramba 
	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 1.50 
$ 3.30 
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LOCH STAC (Lea) Div: 2-Y-R 

A brilliant rather small red and yellow with a perfectly flat smooth perianth of 
rich gold and a beautifully proportioned cup of vivid red. A very consistent 
flower on a tall strong stem. 

Breeding: Air Marshal x 1-8-52 	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 1.50 
$ 3.30 

MELBURY (Blanchord) Div: 2-W-P 

One of the deepest pink yet available. Breed from a sister seedling of Shell Bay x 
Romance, the cup is deep pink to the base contrasting well with the broad white 
perianth which is of great substance. Attracted attention when shown on a seed-
ling No. 66/34A in the winning Bowles Cup group. 

Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 6.50 
$14.20 

MELDRUM (Lea) Div: 1-Y-Y 

A large a beautifully formed trumpet, of dark rich gold. The trumpet being 
darker is nearly orange, the perianth which is formed by broadly overlapping 
spade shaped petals that are naturally smooth and at right angles to the trumpet 
which to begin with is gently expanding, then it rapidly expands at the mouth 
to a neatly serrated edge, The whole flower is well proportioned on a tall strong 
stiff stem with a good neck that holds the flower in perfect position. This is the 
darkest golden yellow trumpet I have seen. As the flower ages the trumpet turns 
to pale orange. This seedling arose out of my breeding programme for Red Trum-
pets, and has so far shown great consistence, having been successfully shown 
during the last 3 years under No. 3 -5 -67. Three times in my .winning Engleheart 
Cup and once in the class for 6 seedlings. 
Breeding: Arctic Gold x Seedling 	 Price each £20.00 

$43.50 

MISTY GLEN (Board) Div: 2-W-GWW 

This is one of the best 2 C's that has yet been seen and probably the best 
flower raised by the late F. E. Board. A lovely flower with very broad slightly 
rounded petals forming a near round perianth of great quality and substance. 
The well balanced crown, rather slender, is slightly expanded and neatly 
serrated at the edge. It has a lovely green eye. The whole flower is pure icy 
white throughout. A very good show flower. A strong vigorous plant. 

Breeding: Easter Moon x Pigeon 	 Mid-Season 
ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE. 	 Price each: £ 9.00 

$19.50 

Breeding: 1-58-53 x Vulcan 
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MONKSILVER (Board) Div: 3-W-GWW 

One of the whitest 3C's available. The perianth petals are overlapping but 
slightly pointed at the tip. The cup is goblet shaped and pure white with a 
beautiful dark eye. A lovely show flower that has won many single bloom 
classes when shown at the R.H.S. 

OYKEL (Lea) Div: 3-W-Y 

A beautifully smooth division 3 flower with a near perfect pure white perianth, 
a perfect foil for the small bright citron yellow cup which is neatly pleated and 
serrated. Has been a most consistant flower of show quality being perfectly 
carried on a good tall stem and neck without hanging the head. 

Breeding: Easter Moon x Pigeon 
ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE. 

Late Mid-Season 
Price each: £12.00 

$26.15 

Breeding: Merlin x Loch Assynt 	 Late Season 

Price each: £5.00 
$11.00 

OHIO (Navarro) Div: 2-W-ORR 

A large flower with an exceptionally white perianth formed from broad over-
lapping petals that are smooth and of great quality. The half flat crown shades 
from a deep scarlet band to orange yellow at the base. A strong plant that does 
well in pots and is sunproof. Besides being a very useful show flower it is also 
a valuable parent. 

Breeding: Kilworth x Brahms 

OMEATH (Wilson) Div: 1-W-W 

A medium sized white trumpet bred by Guy Wilson and named by J. M. de 
Navarro. An imposing snow-white flower, that is exceptionably smooth in 
texture. The petals are well overlapping, the outer ones being exceptionally 
broad, while the front ones are spade-shaped. The well-proportioned trumpet 
is beautifully rolled at the mouth. Does very well in pots. 

Breeding: Broughshane x St. Mary 
	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 4.00 
$ 8.70 

OSMINGTON (Blanchord) Div: 2-W-R 

An early medium sized flower with smooth broad white petals showing no sign 
of yellow staining where they join the bright red medium sized cup. A valuable 
show flower, being one of the earliest of its type. Strong plant. 

Breeding: Seedling x (Kilworth x Arbar) 	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: 4.00 
$ 8.70 

OLYMPIC GOLD (Richardson) Div: 1-Y-Y A.M. R.H.S. 

A large trumpet of great quality and form. Of good deep yellow throughout. 
The broad perianth petals are smooth and overlapping slightly rounded at the 
tip. The long trumpet is nicely rolled at the mouth. A strong and consistent 
plant with a tall stem. 

Breeding: Yellow Idol x King's Ransom. 	 Mid-Season 
Price each: £ 1.00 

$ 2.20 

PANACHE (Wilson) Div: 1-W-W F.C.C. R.H.S. 

A large white trumpet of perfect show quality. The large pure white perianth 
petals are broad and overlapping, bluntly pointed and of great substance. The 
well balanced trumpet is gradually expanding, ending in a neat half roll at the 
mouth. A fine and imposing flower. 

Breeding: Courage x Broughshane 
	

Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 5.00 
$11.00 

PITCHROY (Lea) Div: 2-W-GWW 

A lovely ice white flower that is of near trumpet dimensions. Although a 
little small it is of equisite proportions, the elegant trumpet is moss green at 
the base and the mouth neatly expanded is ice white as the broadly overlapping 
perianth petals. It has proved to be a very consistent flower of strong growth 
with a good stem and neck. Shown in my winning Bourne Cup group 1973 
and my Engleheart Cup Group 1975 and 1979. 

Breeding: (Easter Moon x Castle of May) x Fionn. 	Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 2.50 
$ 4.40 

POL DORNIE (Lea) Div: 2-W-P 

This is one of the deepest pink flowers available which makes a vivid contrast to 
the pure white perianth which is formed from very broad rounded petals on the 
outside, the inside petals being bluntly pointed. The pink half trumpet is only 
gently expanding. The mouth is very slightly serrated with a little roll. The 
whole flower is well carried by a strong stiff stem and neck. A good strong 
plant. 

Breeding: Kildavin x Nav: 776 	 Late Season 

Late Mid-Season 
Price each: £ 3.50 

$ 7.60 
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POOLEWE (lea) Div: 2-W-P 

This flower is of near trumpet dimensions and its colouring a most unusual bright 
peachy pink that turns to a clearer pink as the flower ages. The well formed white 
flat perianth petals are naturally well poised being held by a good tall stem and neck. 

Breeding: Fionn x Rose Royal 	 Late Season 

Price each: £5.00 
$11.00 

PURBECK (Blanchard) Div: 3-W-YYO 

A beautifully proportioned show flower with lovely form. The sparkling white 
perianth is formed by broad smooth petals of good consistency making a perfect 
foil for the neat cup, pale green at the base, and the neat orange band at the mouth. 
A perfect non-predominant 3B very consistent and "Best Bloom" R.H.S. Show 
1973. 
Breeding: Roimond x Arbar 	 Price each: £ 6.50 

$14.20 

QUEENSCOURT (Wilson) Div: 1-W-W 

A noble white trumpet, that is whiter and smoother than Empress of Ireland, the 
broad and slightly rounded petals are of great size, and form a beautiful flat 
perianth, to balance the large trumpet, narrow at the base, evenly expanding to 
a lovely flange at the mouth. A good strong plant with a fine bulb. 

Breeding: Courage x Empress of Ireland. 	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 5.00 
$11.00 

RAMESES (Richardson) Div: 2-W-R 

A magnificent red and white flower of beautiful form with very smooth over-
lapping white shovel shaped petals of great substance. The expanding cup of 
fiery orange red is neatly serrated at the edge. A strong stem and a vigorous 
plant. 

Late Mid-Season 
Price each: £2.00 

$4.30 
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ROCKALL (Richardson) Div: 3-W-R 

One of the best 3B's raised by Lionel Richardson. A large flower on a good 
stem. Ther perianth formed from broad white petals slightly pointed and of 
great substance form a perfect background for the rather cup shaped crown 
of brilliant red. A tall plant. 

Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £1.00 
$2.20 

RUBH MOR (Lea) Div: 2-W-ORR 

A very large flower of perfect proportions on a strong stiff stem. The round 
perianth formed from broad overlapping petals is very white and a perfect foil 
for the large bright red cup. A "Borrobol" seedling, shown in my winning 
Engleheart Cup Group 1971, 1973 and 1977. A very long lasting show flower 
that needs time to develop. 

Breeding: Borrobol x Seedling. 	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 7.00 
$15.20 

SABINE HAY (Milne) Div: 3-0-R 

This dramatic "all red" flower is almost self-coloured. The perianth being 
only a little paler red than the cup. The broad petals forming the perianth 
are well rounded at the tip, and are slightly incurving. The small red cup is 
expanding and is nicely serrated at the edge. A good plant with a tall stiff 
stein. This unique flower is the darkest coloured "all red" so far, and has 
consistently won its Class when shown at the R.H.S. 

Late Mid-Season 

ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE. 	 Price each: £20.00 
$43.50 

SACRAMENTO (Navarro) Div: 3-W-GWW A.M. R.H.S. 

A lovely snow white 3C with broad rounded petals forming an almost circular 
perianth, the clown being milky white and neatly frilled with a deep green centre. 
The whole flower is of faultless form and texture having a good neck and stem. 
One of the best 3C's available. 

Breeding: Chinese White x Green Eland 
	

Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £3.50 
$7.60 
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SHELL BAY (Blanchard) Div: 2-W-P 

A very attractive flower with a deep pink cup that is rather small for the size 
of the perianth, but is just not in Division 3. The brilliant white perianth is 
formed with slightly pointed petals that glisten in the light, at the base of the 
cup a green eye completes a very lovely flower with a tall stem. 

Breeding: (Green Island x Roseworthy) x Debutante 	Mid-Season 
Price each: £1.75 

$3.80 

SHIELDAIG (Lea) Div: 2-Y-YYO 

A rather late flower for a red and yellow in the non-predominant class. Of medium 
size with a smooth rich yellow perianth and its nicely formed cup has a broad 
orange rim. Shown in my winning Engleheart Cup Group 1973 and 1975. Bourne 
Cup 1973. 

Breeding: Narvik x Air Marshal. 	 Late Mid-Season 
Price each: £ 3.00 

$ 6.50 

SHINING LIGHT (Board) Div: 2-Y-ORR 

A flower of great quality, the perianth segments are very smooth, shovel shaped 
and slightly reflexing and rather pale yellow forming a great contrast to the red 
goblet-shaped cup that is nicely serrated at the edge. A good show flower. 

Mid-Season 
Price each: £ 1.50 

$ 3.30 

STOURBRIDGE (Lea) Div: 2-Y-YOO 

A very fine and extremely consistent red and yellow. The broad overlapping 
perianth petals are bluntly pointed and naturally smooth, flat and rich yellow. 
The expanding and rather large corona is deep rich yellow at the base, gradually 
turning to orange red at the mouth which is neatly serrated. A good neck holds 
the large flower at right angles to the stem, which is tall and very strong. An 
extremely vigorous plant, a good increaser. Sunproof. 

Breeding: Majorca x Loch Stac 
	

Early Mid-Season 
Price each: £2.00 

$4.30 

STRATHICANAIRD (Lea) Div: 1-Y-Y 

A large trumpet of fine proportions of good rich golden yellow throughout. A 
frequent winner in single bloom classes and in my winning Engleheart Cup Group 
1971. Best bloom N. Carolina, Chapel Hill Show 1977. 

Breeding: Kingscourt x Golden Rapture 
	 Early Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 3.50 
$ 7.60 

STRINES (Board) Div: 2-Y-Y 

An all-yellow large-cup which is of a strong rich self yellow of good form, with 
beautifully smooth perianth petals. A very consistent show flower of quality. 
A strong plant with a good tall stem. 

Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £ 2.00 
$ 4.30 

SYDLING (Blanchard) 5-W-GWW 

This attractive triandrus hybrid came from a self-pollinated N. triandus loiseleurii x 
llamzaliseedling. Up to three well poised flowers over 31/2" in diameter with broad 
glistening white petals, neat very short cup with a slightly crinkled edge and a cool 
green centre on 15" stems. As well as being of exhibition standard this will be a 
valuable plant for hybridisers as it produces viable pollen and will also set seed. 

Breeding: N. 'I'riandrus Loiseleurii x Hamzali, O.P. 	Season Late Mid-Season 

Price each: £17.50 
$ 38.00 

I  oRR MON  (Lea) 	2-Y-R A.M. R.H.S. 

A  sister seedling  to "Drumrunie - , but slightly smaller, it is a brilliant flower, 
quite the  richest  coloured red and yellow  I  have raised. The perianth is so 
smooth  it  might have been ironed. A very consistent and long lasting flower 
on a tall stiff stem. Practically sun-proof. Shown in my winning Engleheart 
Cup Group 1971, 1973, 1975 1977 and 1978 and is now proved 
as a most valuable parent for red and yellows. 

Breeding: Seedling x Vulcan 

Early Season 

Price each: £10.00 
$21.75 
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WHITE GODDESS (Noton) Div: 2-W-W 

A large flower formed with very broad petals well overlapping making a fine 
smooth perianth that contrasts well with the flat cup. A very consistant and 
strong growing plant with a tall strong stem with a good short neck, wide dark 
green foliage. Has been shown in winning Bowles Cup groups under number. 

Breeding: Homage x Stainless 	 Late Season 

ONLY A FEW BULBS FOR SALE Price each: £11.00 
$24.00 

The Following arc also available:- 

Acropolis Div: 4-W-WRR Price each: £1.00 $2.20 

Charity May Div: 6-Y-Y Price each: £0.40 $0.85 
For 10: £3.50 $7.60 

Dove Wings Div: 6-W-Y Price each: £0.40 $0.85 
For 10: £3.50 $7.60 

Empress of Ireland Div: 1-W-W Price each £0.80 $1.75 

Jenny Div: 6-W-W Price each £0.40 $0.85 
For 10: £3.50 $7.60 

Malimoud Div: 3-W-R Price each £0.40 $0.85 

Merlin Div: 3-W-YYR Price each: £1.50 $3.30 

Montego Div: 3-Y-YY0 Price each: £2.00 $4.30 

Perimiter Div: 3-Y-YYR Price each: £0.75 $1.60 

Rashes Div: 1-W-W Price each: £0.75 $1.60 

Royal Regimen( 2-W-R Price each: £1.00 $2.20 

Vulcan Div: 2-Y-0 Price each: £0.75 $1.60 
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MIXED SEEDLINGS FROM THE LATEST CULTIVARS 

THAT CAN CONTAIN MANY FINE FLOWERS OF 

FLOWERING SIZE. 

£10.00 per 100 delivered England and Wales only 

NOT LESS THAN 50 SUPPLIED 

Packing and Carriage: 50 £3.00 

  

100 £3.50 
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